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Order-Constrained Representation Learning for
Instructional Video Prediction
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a weakly-supervised
approach called Order-Constrained Representation Learning
(OCRL) to predict future actions from instructional videos by
observing incomplete steps of actions. Most conventional methods
focus on predicting actions based on partially observed video
frames, which mainly study low-level semantics such as motion
consistency. Unlike performing a single action, completing a
task in an instructional video usually requires several steps
of action and longer periods. Motivated by the fact that the
order of action steps is key to learning task semantics, we
develop a new frame of contrastive loss, called StepNCE, to
integrate the shared semantic information between step order
and task semantics under the framework of the memory bank-
based momentum-updating algorithm. Specifically, we learn the
video representations from step order-rearranged trimmed video
clips based on the proposed task-consistency rule and order-
consistency rule. Our StepNCE loss can be used to pre-train a
video feature encoder, which is then fine-tuned to carry out the
instructional video prediction task. Our approach digs deeper
into the sequential logic between different action steps with
respect to a certain task, which is able to promote the video
understanding methods to a new semantic level. We evaluate our
method on five popular instructional video and action prediction
datasets: COIN, CrossTask, UT-Interaction, BIT-Interaction, and
ActivityNet v1.2, and the results show that our approach gains
improvements from conventional prediction methods.

Index Terms—Instructional video, video prediction, weakly-
supervised learning, representation learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Instructional videos have gained lots of attention on video
analysis in recent years [1]–[4]. Differing from conventional
action classification datasets [5], [6], instructional videos usu-
ally contain longer time scales and more complicated content.
Vision-based prediction task is a conventional but meaningful
field with various kinds of applications [7], which is also
hard due to the incompleteness of information compared to
fully-observed recognition tasks. Predicting the to-be-done
tasks from incomplete action steps in instructional videos is
even more challenging on account of the semantic complicacy
among steps and between steps and the corresponding task. A
key to understanding the connections between steps and the
corresponding task is to study the intricate order constraints
among steps (Fig. 1). It is tricky since the inversion of step
order may still be semantically tenable without knowing what
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Fig. 1: The complexity of instructional video task predic-
tion. Conventional action prediction focuses on predicting the
action labels from partially-observed frame-level information.
Predicting actions is less difficult than predicting tasks from
instructional videos, since the latter makes predictions on a
higher semantic level. It is hard to differentiate between the
two tasks in (a) and (b) without exploiting the underlying
semantic differences between planting a tree and sowing. In
(c), the inversion of step order can be semantically meaningful,
but leads to a diverse task.

task is being performed in the video. For example, when
performing a glass vanishing magic trick, the reversed step
order would lead to a contrary show theme. To be specific, if
the performer puts the curtain on an empty table, and opens
it with a glass inside, the magic trick would turn out to be the
appearing glass theme.

The level of semantic abstraction is a pivotal nature of
a video clip. For videos in action recognition datasets, the
highest semantic abstraction is the action itself, while for
instructional videos is the task. Usually, a task can include
several semantic steps [8], of which each step can be regarded
as a complete action. The conventional approach for early
video prediction focuses on action-level prediction [9]–[12],
which utilizes the lower-semantic-level information of par-
tially observed time frames. The target semantic level of the
prediction algorithm decides its scope of application. When
dealing with video task prediction of incompletely observed
instructional videos with a few pieces of steps, we have to
exploit the complex relationship between different actions, and
make final predictions based on a higher-level understanding
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of semantics. Furthermore, a major cause for why it is difficult
to understand the interrelationship between tasks and steps is
the sequentiality of step actions, since step order provides a
strong reminder of what the final task is. Several temporal
order-related approaches have been proposed for representa-
tion learning of videos [13]–[16]. Previous methods mainly
focus on short-range temporal reasoning, which put more
emphasis on semantically lower-level features including object
displacements, continuities of actions or physical principles,
etc. Time irreversibility is a shared characteristic concerning
these low-level features. Conventional temporal-related ap-
proaches try to learn the physics of continuity. However, the
temporal sequentiality of action steps in instructional videos
is not based on physical information, but on the semantic
understanding of the step-related task. When the order of steps
is adjusted in an instructional video, it is not intuitive to find
out the adjusted one without knowing the information of the
target task. As a consequence, we have to dig deeper into the
comprehension of complex semantics between step order and
task, and are thus able to perform higher-level instructional
video task predictions.

To address this problem, we propose the architecture, Order-
Constrained Representation Learning (OCRL), for predicting
instructional video tasks by exploring the relationship between
step order and the semantics of the targeted task. We promote
the conventional action prediction objective to a higher-level
video task prediction objective. Our approach is designed
under a pre-training and fine-tuning strategy. To make effective
video task predictions, we first try to exploit the compli-
cated semantic relationship between step order and task by
introducing a new StepNCE contrastive loss. In detail, We
extract video representations from step-accordingly trimmed
video clips. The video representations are extracted by a
pre-trained contrastive model utilizing an order-constrained
discipline, which defines the positive samples under the rules
of order consistency (OC) and task consistency (TC). The pre-
trained model is then fine-tuned to solve the problem of video
task prediction. The main contributions of this paper can be
summarized as three points:

1) We propose a weakly supervised approach to make video
task predictions on instructional videos, which promotes
the video prediction methods to higher-level semantical
applications. Unlike previous early action prediction
approaches, our objective is to predict certain tasks in
instructional videos by observing part of the action steps
rather than predict certain actions by observing part of
unfinished movements. To the best of our knowledge, we
are the first to make attempts on the issue of instructional
video task prediction.

2) A new contrastive loss, StepNCE, is developed to learn
the video representations, exploiting the high-level se-
mantics between step order and task. We study the
inner semantic consistencies of instructional videos, and
introduce two sets of rules, task consistency (TC) and
order consistency (OC), to define the positive samples
during contrastive learning for a better understanding of
the relationship between tasks and steps. We use the

StepNCE loss to extract features from trimmed target
video clips for further application on task predicting
objective.

3) We validate the efficiency of our method on sever-
al prediction-related datasets: COIN, CrossTask, UT-
Interaction, BIT-Interaction, and ActivityNet v1.2. Ab-
lation studies are conducted to study the choices of
different parameters, and to prove the validity of our
settings.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss some topics related to instruction-
al videos, the progress in action prediction, and the research
trends in self-supervised video representation learning.

A. Instructional Video

Learning from instructional video is an increasingly popular
trend in video analysis. Numerous instructional video datasets
have been proposed in recent years [4], [8], [17]. With the
help of the collected datasets, various tasks have been studied
around instructional videos. A principle trend is learning the
representations from instructional videos. The current research
direction of instructional representation learning can mainly
be divided into two categories: joint vision and narration rep-
resentation learning and vision-based representation learning.
A series of work pays attention to learning the joint script
and video representations [1], [3], [17], [18]. These works
try to exploit the relationship between actions and narrations,
but are inapplicable to deal with the data with only visual
contents. Zhukov et al. [4] find a way to learn the cross-
domain semantics between the action steps of different tasks.
Kukleva et al. [19] learn the temporal embedding based on
continuous frames, which exploits the specific order certain
actions are performed. Xu et al. [20] introduce a boundary-
sensitive pretext (BSP) task to learn video representation. The
above methods mainly concentrate on the video itself, and
delving information from the visual features. There are also
some works trying to discover the usefulness of step order.
Similar to our work, Zhukov et al. [21] utilize the information
of long-range step order to estimate the actionness of each
segment. They mainly use the representations to perform the
downstream task of action localization. The pivotal innovation
of our model is that we try to discover the relationship between
semantic task and step order across various domains using
the contrastive method, and perform a novel task prediction
objective.

B. Vision-based Prediction

Making predictions based on visual contents serves as the
fundamental approach in applications like robotics, surveil-
lance, scene understanding, etc. Visual prediction can be
divided into several sub-tasks with different kinds of inputs and
outputs according to [7]. For example, video prediction tries to
predict future scenes through observed video frames [22]–[26],
video-based emotion prediction aims at analyzing and predict-
ing human emotions from the information in video clips [27]–
[29], and action anticipation concentrates on predicting the
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Fig. 2: Framework of our proposed OCRL method. OCRL is mainly composed of two parts. The above part refers to the
representation learning architecture, and the lower part refers to the video prediction architecture.

next step of action or event [30]. Our work should fall under
the category of early video prediction, which predicts the main
video content through peeking at an incomplete component of
the video. In the field of early video prediction, Kong et al. [9]
et al. propose the Adversarial Action Prediction Networks
(AAPNet) to predict the action label from a partially observed
video. Aliakbarian et al. [31] develop a two-stage LSTM ar-
chitecture and a new loss to predict the action. Chen et al. [32]
extract features from human body parts and uses the attention
module to perform action prediction. Wang et al. [10] utilize
a teacher-student architecture to distill progressive knowledge
and make predictions. Wu et al. [33] predict actions by reason-
ing about the spatial-temporal relations between persons and
contextual objects. Liu et al. [34] develop an observation ratio
regression module to learn stronger representations similar
to full video representations and discriminative for action
prediction. The existing approaches for early video prediction
mostly cluster on early action prediction, which predicts the
action label using partial video frames. Our objective is to
promote the prediction task to a higher semantic level. Instead
of anticipating the actions, we predict the semantic task labels
of instructional videos using partially observed action steps.

C. Self-supervised Representation Learning in Videos

Since the prosperity of self-supervised representation learn-
ing in the image domain, a succession of studies focusing on
the video domain has been conducted as well. Several pretext
tasks are designed to learn video representations without
supervision such as predicting the future [35], [36], predicting
playback rate [37], solving space-time cubic puzzles [38] and
predicting motion and appearance statistics [39]. Some pre-
vious works are similar to our approach including predicting

the arrow of time [14] and predicting the shuffled frames [40]
and video clips [15], [41]. The previous approaches mainly
focus on local time relations, while the attention on the global
temporal relationships in long videos (e.g. instructional videos)
is the main concern of our work.

In addition, the contrastive learning framework [42], [43]
has been a great success for self-supervised learning. Diverse
ways of defining positive and negative samples are designed to
learn representations from videos. For example, DPC [44] and
MemDPC [45] regard the predicted and ground-truth feature of
a certain clip at the same spot as positive samples, CoCLR [46]
utilizes both RGB and optical flow information to define
positive samples and trains the model coherently, and Pace [47]
uses the videos of the same class but different playback speed
as positive samples. SeCo [48] uses diverse frames from the
same input videos as positive samples, while CVRL [49]
utilizes diverse clips from the same video. Moreover, there
is a trend of video-related contrastive learning approaches
which focus on cross-modality learning. For instance, audio
information [50], [51], or narrations [3] can be integrated
together with videos to generate contrastive loss. Our work
learns the core idea of contrastive learning strategy, and defines
the positive and negative samples under two proposed rules,
task consistency (TC) and order consistency (OC), which will
be covered in the following section.

III. APPROACH

In this section, we will first introduce the newly proposed
Noise Contrastive Estimation (NCE) loss, StepNCE, which
combines the information of semantic step order and task
label. Then, we illustrate our memory bank-based momentum-
updating algorithm and network architectures in detail.
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TABLE I: Referring for all important notations

Notation Referring
X , x set of video clips, video clip
X ′, x′ set of augmented video clips, augmented video clip
L, y set of task labels, task label
O, o set of order labels, order label
Sxi , sij set of steps for video clip xi, step j for xi

Si count of total steps of xi

Sp count of observed steps
l, ls frame length of full video/step segment
zi latent vector of xi for NCE loss

zp, zn positive/negative latent vector pair of zi
Pi, Ni positive/negative set of data for input xi

In consideration of readability, all the important notations
are summarized in Table I. Let X = {x1, x2, . . . , xN} denote
N raw video clips. The corresponding task label set is defined
as L = {y1, y2, . . . , yN}. Si different steps are contained in
each video clip xi in total, which can be denoted as Sxi

=
{si1, si2, . . . , siSi}. For the kth step sik in xi, a start frame and
an end frame are annotated to conduct a segmented video clip
for the step. The goal of instructional video task prediction
is to predict the task label yi of xi by watching only the
beginning Sp steps out of Si, that is to say, we concatenate
the first Sp clips of the successive steps in each raw video xi
to generate a to-be-predicted trimmed video set.

The purpose of trimming is to extract useful information
and carry out efficient video task prediction. Instructional
videos usually contain redundant frames with useless visual
information, e.g. narrating or teasing, according to [21]. The
semantically uninformative contents are likely to be randomly
distributed, which makes them less sequentially correlated and
provides no contribution for predicting the task labels. Thus,
we trim the long videos by step annotations, and concatenate
the trimmed video segments of steps to produce the input
samples.

The pipeline of our method is shown in Fig. 2. OCRL is
mainly composed of two parts: the representation learning
part and the video prediction part. Raw video clips are
first inputted into the representation learning architecture to
train a semantically discriminating encoder based on weakly
supervised StepNCE loss. The learned encoder is then used as
a feature extractor before the classifier in the video prediction
architecture. We will cover the details of both architectures in
the following sub-sections.

A. Representation Learning: StepNCE

To learn the representations of input video clips, we design
a weakly supervised StepNCE-based feature extractor for
learning the representations of input video clips.

Consistency Analysis. The semantics of instructional video
task not only depends on the components of its consisting
actions, but also on the order of the action steps. An ordered
concatenation of 3 action steps, S = {s1, s2, s3}, is combined
to form a semantically valid task T . We could use the glass
vanishing magic trick example for detailed explanation, then
s1, s2, s3 would respectively be displaying the glass, putting
on the curtain, displaying the empty table. When we introduce
another semantic action snew, for example breaking the glass,

and replace it with one of the composing actions, producing
S = {s1, snew, s3}, it may lead to a different semantics of
task, or semantic confusions caused by uncorrelated actions
(e.g. we use removing the tyre as snew). We name this
phenomenon as task consistency (TC). In addition, when we
reverse the step order, producing S = {s3, s2, s1}, it will also
lead to an temporally-inverse semantics (i.e. appearing glass
trick) or cause sequential invalidation if the semantics between
steps are causal and irreversible. We name this phenomenon
as order consistency (OC).

The goal of consistency analysis is to analyze the design
mechanism of our method. The objective is to learn the internal
logic between different action steps, as well as between steps
and tasks, by generating positive/negative data pairs for the
model to compare and discriminate. The TC-rule and OC-
rule should be considered and preserved. The model learned
from the two consistency rules could provide plenty of useful
information for the instructional task predictions.

Sampling. Sampling procedure of the training data for rep-
resentation learning is slightly different from the data sampling
procedure of final video task prediction. We choose to consider
Sp steps to form input clips. Rather than extracting the first Sp
steps, we randomly select Sp steps out of Si to make full use of
the step-annotated data. To integrate information of step order
into the input samples, one possible approach is to concatenate
the clips in a random permutation of order with the chosen
Sp steps. However, this is not an applicable way to generate
easy-to-learn signals, since Sp steps can generate Sp! types of
permutations in total, and the number will become excessively
large with the increase of Sp. Furthermore, the semantics of
temporally long-range step permutations tend to become over-
complicated. A little adjustment of the interior step order could
not affect the exterior semantics of the task label in certain
tasks, e.g. a person can either choose to prepare the filler or
cut the bread first when he/she is making a sandwich. Due to
the reasons above, we incorporate the information of step order
into our pre-training approach by randomly reversing the step
order to generate temporally positive and negative sequences.

Our architecture utilizes a fixed time length for input clips.
Suppose the input video format of our network is c×l×h×w,
where c refers to channel number, l refers to frame number,
h and w are the height and width of each frame. If we select
Sp steps for observation, then the clip length for each step
would be ls = l/Sp frames. Here, we randomly crop the clip
through time dimension in a step if its length is longer than
ls, or pad the clip using the end frame of step if its length is
shorter than ls.

Disorders can occur due to the editing process in instruction-
al videos despite the sequentiality of humans performing tasks.
For instance, the film editor can display the visual contents of
the final target at the beginning of a video, then explain how
to achieve the goal. In some datasets like COIN [8], there
is a unified label system that gives all the tasks with their
containing steps. All the videos are segmented and labeled
under the pre-defined label system. Thus, we can address this
problem by rearranging the action steps that happen in a video
clip by the order of sequential semantics according to the prior
knowledge from the label system. In addition, repeated step
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Fig. 3: Illustration for the StepNCE-based contrastive
representation learning process. Samples (a)-(d) are trimmed
from raw video clips under our sampling protocols. We define
positive and negative samples with regard to task consistency
and order consistency. In StepNCE, the similarity between
anchors and positive encoded features are maximized, and vice
versa. We acquire the optimal feature encoder via contrastive
StepNCE learning.

combinations are eliminated through data pre-processing as
well, since these combinations usually indicate that the same
task executes repeatedly inside a single video.

StepNCE. Noise Contrastive Estimation (NCE) [52] has
shown its reliable performances on self-supervised visual
representation learning recently. NCE tries to distinguish target
samples from noise samples, thus extracts the key information
from the data. The instance discrimination loss, introduced
by [42], learns the sample-based differences between differ-
ent views of object, and extracts self-supervised signals for
downstream tasks including image classification [43], action
recognition [46], etc.

To begin with, we introduce the encoder mapping f :
X → Rd, which embeds an input video clip x into a d-
dimensional feature vector f(x) ∈ Rd. Suppose there is a
video augmentation mapping φ : X → X ′, which randomly
applies a visual-augmenting transformation to video clip x,
generating an augmented version x′. To create the instance-
discriminated sample pairs for contrastive learning, we define
the positive samples as all kinds of randomly augmented φ(xi)
for xi, while the negative set containsNi = {φ(xn) | ∀n 6= i}.
For convenience we define zi = f(φ(xi)), then the instance
discrimination loss can be expressed as:

LID = −EX

(
log

ezi·zp/τ

ezi·zp/τ +
∑
n∈Ni

ezi·zn/τ

)
(1)

where τ refers to the softmax temperature, and · refers to
dot product operator. The exponential of dot product between
vector zi and zp (zn) measures the joint probability score of the
embedded feature pair. From (1), the instance discrimination
loss maximizes the joint probability score of positive feature
pairs, which also minimizes that of negative feature pairs. In
this way, the ideal encoder can be trained as an optimum model

to discriminate the diverse instances from each other regardless
of the noises caused by the visual augmentation functions.

To acquire more information through representations of
instructional videos, a better design of contrastive loss is
required. (1) only focuses on instance-level information, which
lacks the consideration of higher semantic knowledge. (1)
has the ability to discern the target instance from its visual-
augmented version, but provides few information for un-
derstanding which semantic task it should belong to. To
include more prediction-relevant signals into our loss function,
we propose a weakly supervised version of contrastive loss,
StepNCE, for instructional video prediction. According to
the consistency analysis, task label and step order are both
valuable information for the to be completed task. Thus, we
will introduce both TC-rule and OC-rule into the StepNCE
loss function. In Sampling part, we have randomly applied
the reverse-order operation to the sampled steps. Suppose
we denote the corresponding step order set of X as O =
{o1, o2, . . . , oN}, where oi equals to 0 when the step order
of xi has been reversed, and to 1 vice versa. To integrate the
information of task label and step order into the basic idea
of the previous instance discrimination loss, we redefine the
positive set and the negative set for xi as

Pi = {φ(xp) | op = oi and yp = yi, ∀p ∈ [1, N ]} (2)

Ni = {φ(xn) | on 6= oi or yn 6= yi, ∀n ∈ [1, N ]} (3)

Then StepNCE loss can be expressed as

LS = −EX

(
log

∑
p∈Pi

ezi·zp/τ∑
p∈Pi

ezi·zp/τ +
∑
n∈Ni

ezi·zn/τ

)
(4)

Here, we preserve the TC-rule and OC-rule by matching
the positive pairs of samples with regard to both action and
sequence correspondence. The TC-rule refers to weakly super-
vised information, while the OC-rule refers to self-supervised
information. The query feature can be positively matched
with the key feature only when both the task and order are
consistent with each other. We aim to increase the similarities
between the embedded feature vectors of positive samples
(otherwise irrelevance for negative samples) by minimizing
the loss function in (4), thus enhancing the model to learn
the inner semantics between observed actions and target tasks.
Intuitively, we still take the task of glass vanishing magic trick
as an example. The action steps (displaying the glass→putting
on the curtain→displaying the empty table) are contributed
to the task semantics both by their respective intra-action
semantics and inter-action sequential logic. Our proposed
StepNCE loss takes sample pairs as positive only when both
the intra-action semantics and inter-action order are consistent
with each other, which indicates that they share the same
task semantics. By distinguishing samples from both the task
semantics and step order at the same time, StepNCE gains the
stronger capability to learn the task semantics from multiple
sequential action steps.

Discussion: The way of defining positive/negative samples
is the key to the contrastive learning framework. A good view
for the contrastive representation learning of a specific task
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should preserve as much task-related information as it can
while discarding the uncorrelated information [53]. When we
design the representation learning framework for instructional
video prediction, the most important principle is: what kind of
views gives the most effective hints for predicting the to-be-
done task? The task-consistency rule is a very direct way that
indicates the task information. According to our consistency
analysis, the order-consistency rule indirectly implies the task
information as well. However, using only the two consistency
rules is insufficient for the pre-training stage, since the rules
do not change the uncorrelated information between the two
generated views. This is why we induce the random sampling
strategy together with the visual augmentation functions that
are applied on video clips. In addition, our model is pre-trained
on an instance discrimination-based model, which means that
the model has already obtained some knowledge to wipe out
uncorrelated information.

Moreover, our proposed approach depends on three types
of annotation information to learn from instructional video:

1) The semantic annotations for all action steps.
2) The positional annotations for all action steps.
3) The semantic annotations for the task of the video.

The aforementioned annotations are the required information
for the objective of instructional video task prediction. The
first two types of annotation information are needed for the
sampling procedure, and the third type of annotation informa-
tion is needed for both the representation learning part and the
prediction part.

B. Algorithm Design
To improve the training effectiveness, we need to modify

the contrastive learning strategy for better performance. The
original contrastive learning framework is to compare the two
diverse augmented versions of each sample, which induces the
instance discrimination loss [43]. However, our StepNCE loss
introduces new positive/negative pairs under TC-rule and OC-
rule, which also requires more techniques to train an optimum
encoder. Here, we optimize our algorithm by using memory
banks and the momentum update strategy referring to the idea
of MoCo [54].

In detail, we introduce a feature bank queuef together with
two extra banks queuey and queueo to store the task labels and
the order labels respectively. During each training iteration, the
input data xi, together with its task label yi and order label
oi, will be separately used as query data and key data. In
particular, the sample order of the input batch is shuffled, and
then distributed to the GPUs for training. The encoded feature
order is reshuffled back to the original order. The concurrently
generated query and key data will always be a positive pair
since they are augmented from the same trimmed input. Each
time, the query input will compare with all the key data in
memory banks, and compute the StepNCE loss. Following
the momentum update strategy in [54], the parameters of the
encoder fk as θk is updated by:

θk = mθk−1 + (1−m)θq (5)

where the parameters of the encoder fq as θq is updated by
back-propagation, and m refers to the momentum coefficient.
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Fig. 4: Illustration for the algorithm design of StepNCE
loss updating process. The sampled video clip x is inputted
into the framework together with its corresponding task label
y and order label o. Totally three memory banks are required
for the updating process. The back-propagation process will
update the parameters of encoder fq , while the parameters of
fk are smoothly updated by the momentum mechanism.

The extracted feature of key k and its corresponding task label
yk and order label ok is then stored in the memory banks for
future updates. Differing from the original contrastive learning
framework, memory banks are pivotal in our method since
the comparing criteria are far more complex, which means
multiple comparisons are necessary for our approach to learn
something useful. The momentum update strategy is key to
the usage of memory banks, since it makes the parameters of
the key encoder grow more smoothly, and prevents the failure
of the memory bank-based training process.

C. Network Architecture

Representation learning. To embed the trimmed video
clips into feature vectors, we decide to use S3D [55] ar-
chitecture as the backbone network, which plays the part of
the encoder function f(·). In the pre-training stage, we add
an MLP projection head g(·) with one hidden layer after
the backbone network, which projects the 1024-dimensional
backbone output to a 128-dimensional feature vector. By the
reduction of dimensionality, the contrastive training framework
can work more efficiently, and save more memory space.
During the updates of our StepNCE loss, we adopt the MoCo-
like strategy for training. For the visual augmentation function
φ, we randomly apply size cropping, color distortions, gray-
scaling, Gaussian blur, and horizontal flipping to input clips.

Instructional video prediction. After the video representa-
tion is extracted, the pre-trained encoder f(·) is then fine-tuned
to perform the instructional video prediction task. The previous
MLP projection head is abandoned in the prediction stage, and
replaced by a fully connected classifier for prediction.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Datasets

We evaluated our method on the COIN dataset [8], the
CrossTask dataset [56], the UT-Interaction #1, the UT-
Interaction #2 [57], the BIT-Interaction dataset [58] and the
ActivityNet v1.2 dataset [59].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 5: Example videos of five datasets. (a) COIN dataset,
(b) CrossTask dataset, (c) BIT dataset, (d) UTI dataset. (e)
ActivityNet dataset.

COIN dataset. COIN dataset collects its samples from
YouTube. It contains untrimmed instructional videos of 180
semantic tasks in 12 different domains (e.g., sports, vehicles,
etc.). COIN is organized in a three-level semantic architecture,
of which each video is sequentially annotated into several
steps of actions. The advantages of fine-grained annotations
in COIN for action steps provide prerequisite information for
our step-based task prediction. A total of 11,827 videos are
contained in COIN.

CrossTask dataset. CrossTask dataset collects instructional
videos of 83 tasks related to cooking, car maintenance, craft-
ing, and home repairs from YouTube. Each task in CrossTask
is divided into several action steps referring to wikiHow, a
website that describes the task solving process. The original
dataset is used to investigate the sharing information of in-
terrelated tasks. We utilize the data of 18 primary tasks in
CrossTask to validate our task prediction objective, and the
remaining related tasks are discarded concerning the lack of
labeled information of steps.

UTI #1 and UTI #2 datasets. The UT-Interaction dataset
contains videos of continuous executions of 6 classes of
human-human interactions: hand-shake, point, hug, push, kick
and punch. Each video contains at least one execution per
interaction. The videos are divided into two sets, of which
each set contains 60 videos. The prediction of UTI Datasets is
quite valuable since the UTI Datasets compare acts of violence
to violence-like actions. The prediction results are useful for
alerting before the occurrence of criminal behaviors.

BIT-Interaction dataset. The BIT-Interaction dataset con-
tains a set of 8 classes of different human actions with
400 realistic videos. People in each interaction class produce
different behaviors. The eight equal-sized classes (50 per
action) of human interactions (bow, boxing, handshake, high-
five, hug, kick, pat, and push) are contained in BIT in total.
Prediction on the BIT-Interaction has similar usages to the
UT-Interaction dataset as preventing crimes.

ActivityNet v1.2 dataset. ActivityNet v1.2 is a popular
large-scale human activity recognition dataset that consists of
4,819 training, 2,383 validation, and 2,480 test videos with

100 categories. Since the labels are not provided for the test
set, we instead use the validation set for testing.

B. Implementation Details

We implemented our OCRL model on the Pytorch toolbox
under Python 3.8. We conducted experiments on a server
with the Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2620 v4 CPU @ 2.10Ghz
with 256GB RAM, and deep networks were trained on four
NVIDIA GTX 1080 Ti GPUs with 11GB VRAM.

Representation learning. We pre-train our backbone net-
work on the COIN dataset and the CrossTask dataset. For the
tested data, we down-sampled the videos at 10 fps, with a
spatial resolution of 128×128 pixels. The input video length is
set to be 32 frames, which covers about 3 seconds in total. For
certain Sp values, the step clip length can not be evenly divided
(for example Sp = 3), we just lengthen the sampled clip of
the last step to fill in 32 frames. Thus, the input size of the
pre-trained network (c×l×h×w) is set to be 3×32×128×128.

The data augmentation approaches include size cropping,
color distortion, gray-scaling, Gaussian blur, and horizon-
tal flipping to input clips. During the size cropping operation,
the original input size, which is 224×224, is randomly cropped
and resized to 128 × 128 instead. The cropped frame area is
randomly chosen between (0.2, 1.0) of the original frame area,
and the cropped aspect ratio is chosen between (3/4, 4/3).
The limitations would avoid invalid cropping results. During
the color distortion operation, the brightness, contrast, and
saturation attributes of the input frames are randomly adjust-
ed to (0.6, 1.4)-fold. The hue is randomly jittered between
(−0.1, 0.1)-fold. The color distortion operation is randomly
processed with an 80% possibility. The gray-scaling operation
randomly generates gray-scale clips with a 20% possibility.
The Gaussian blur operation randomly blurs the input frames
with a Gaussian kernel with σ ∈ [0.1, 2.0]. The Gaussian
blur operation is randomly processed with a 50% possibili-
ty. The horizontal flipping operation randomly flipped the
input frames horizontally with a 50% possibility. All the
augmentation methods are finished clip-wise, which means
that each frame in the same video clip uses the same set
of augmentation parameters. Furthermore, we have defined
two transformation sets: the base transformation set and the
full transformation set. The former one only contains the size
cropping and horizontal flipping operations, while the latter
one contains all of the above transformations. Beyond the
two transformation sets, we have another two augmentation
strategies while generating query and key data views: by
randomly augmenting the two clips with diverse sets, or
augmenting each clip with a randomly selected set. The two
strategies are randomly selected with an equal possibility,
which results in affluent patterns of augmented views.

During the pre-training stage, we use the ADAM [60]
optimizer. The initial learning rate is 10−3 with a 10−5 weight
decay. When the validation loss plateaus, the learning rate
scales down by 0.1. For the momentum updating strategy, we
use softmax temperature τ = 0.07, momentum m = 0.999,
with a queue size of 16384. The batch size for model pre-
training is 32 samples for each GPU. Our model is trained
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TABLE II: The prediction accuracy (%) on COIN when
Sp = 3. Tasks with a different number of steps are evaluated.
OCRL(i) and OCRL(ii) refer to two training strategies for the
classifier respectively. To be noticed, the size of the dataset
for each step number is not evenly distributed. (Comparing
methods are all trained under fine-tuning strategies; ss and ws
are respectively refer to self-supervised method and weakly
supervised method.)

Methods
(Sp = 3)

Number of steps (size of test set)
4 (518) 5 (125) 6 (26) 7 (8)

S3D (scratch) [55] 14.1 12.1 38.5 0
InfoNCE-based(ss) [42] 25.7 30.6 46.2 12.5

UberNCE-based(ws) [46] 42.1 47.6 61.5 50.0
OCRL(i)(ws) (ours) 51.4 58.9 69.2 37.5
OCRL(ii)(ws) (ours) 54.4 62.9 61.5 50.0

TABLE III: The prediction accuracy (%) on COIN with
diverse choices of Sp. The results show that the performances
of different Sp values could be related to the total step counts.

Method
(Sp)

5 steps 6 steps
2 3 4 2 3 4

InfoNCE-based(ss) [42] 32.2 30.6 28.2 42.3 46.2 57.7
UberNCE-based(ws) [46] 50.8 47.6 50.0 65.4 61.5 57.7

OCRL(i)(ws) (ours) 48.4 58.9 46.0 57.7 69.2 53.9
OCRL(ii)(ws) (ours) 47.6 62.9 54.8 50.0 61.5 69.2

on 2 GPUs with 300 epochs. The base model on which we
pre-trained our StepNCE model is trained by an instance
discrimination loss on UCF101 [6] dataset for 400 epochs.

Instructional video prediction. During the prediction
stage, we replace the MLP projection head with a fully
connected classifier. We adopt two strategies for training the
classifier: (i) directly train the classifier without updating the
parameters in the backbone network; (ii) train the classifier
with the backbone network fine-tuned. We use a learning
rate of 10−3 with a weight decay of 10−3 for strategy (i),
while for strategy (ii) we choose the learning rate as 10−4

concerning the updates on backbone parameters. We adopt a
cross-entropy loss and the ADAM optimizer for training. For
the training inputs, we randomly select Sp steps out of Si to
form the trimmed input clip for xi. We did not choose the
first Sp steps to enhance the generalization prediction ability,
since the actions of the first Sp steps for the same task can
be nonidentical. However, we only preview the first Sp steps
during validation.

We also use some data augmentation techniques during the
training stage for the data generalization of the prediction
model. The input data is size cropped and color distorted
for the training stage. The size cropping parameters are the
same as the ones in the pre-training stage. The color distorting
parameters are also the same, except for the 30% processing
possibility. We also apply the size cropping augmentation to
input videos during the validation stage.

C. Performances on Instructional Video Prediction

We evaluate the prediction performances of OCRL on
the instructional video dataset: COIN and CrossTask. We
utilize the training/testing settings in [8] and [56] respectively.
We compare our OCRL method with the train-from-scratch

TABLE IV: The prediction accuracy (%) on CrossTask
when Sp = 4. Tasks with a different number of steps are
evaluated. (Comparing methods are all trained under fine-
tuning strategies.)

Methods
(Sp = 4)

Number of steps (size of test set)
5 (70) 6 (53) 7 (33) 8 (31)

S3D (scratch) [55] 40.0 48.1 40.6 23.3
InfoNCE-based(ss) [42] 42.9 40.4 50.0 30.0

UberNCE-based(ws) [46] 75.7 78.8 53.1 53.3
OCRL(i)(ws) (ours) 70.0 80.8 43.8 60.0
OCRL(ii)(ws) (ours) 84.3 86.5 59.4 66.7

TABLE V: The prediction accuracy (%) on CrossTask with
diverse choices of Sp. The results show that the performances
of different Sp values could be related to the total step counts.

Method
(Sp)

5 steps 6 steps
2 3 4 2 3 4

InfoNCE-based(ss) [42] 25.7 35.7 42.9 38.5 44.2 40.4
UberNCE-based(ws) [46] 57.1 70.0 75.7 61.5 76.9 78.8

OCRL(i)(ws) (ours) 54.3 67.1 70.0 50.0 59.6 80.8
OCRL(ii)(ws) (ours) 67.1 85.7 84.3 63.5 73.1 86.5

method [55] and several other contrastive-based methods [46]
and [42]. To be noticed, the above methods have not included
instructional video prediction as a tested case. We implement-
ed those methods and tested them on the target datasets for
comparison purposes.

In COIN, all the 11,827 videos are split into 9030 training
samples and 2797 testing samples. To be specific, we pre-
train the Sp-step model using the videos with no less than
Sp steps on training samples. The videos with just Sp steps
do not accord with our setting for video prediction, but
are used as pre-training samples since the pre-trained model
mainly captures the relationship between step order and task.
Those data are excluded during validation. Later, we fine-
tune the pre-trained model and evaluate the prediction results
utilizing the videos with more than Sp steps respectively on
training and validation samples. We compared our method
with previous ones on Table II using the Sp = 3 model. From
the results, we can see that OCRL outperforms the previous
methods on the prediction task with a different number of
steps. In detail, OCRL(ii) has the best performance when total
step Si equals 4, 5, and 7; OCRL(i) works the best when
Si = 6. Compared to the model pre-trained by StepNCE
in OCRL, InfoNCE [42]-based model only contains instance
discrimination information, while UberNCE [46]-based model
utilizes weakly supervised information from labels. However,
neither of them considers the messages from temporal order.
Moreover, the OCRL(i) model has comparable results with
respect to OCRL(ii), which implies that the encoder learned
by StepNCE can already generate reliable features for in-
structional video prediction without fine-tuning. Those facts
have proven that step order provides a very powerful clue for
understanding instructional tasks. An interesting fact is that
prediction accuracy does not decrease monotonously when
the total number of steps for the task is increased. The best
prediction performance occurs when Si = 6 on OCRL(i). The
prediction difficulty of a certain task may not be related to
its total step count, but to the specificity of its containing
steps. For example, the task make matcha tea only contains
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TABLE VI: Average video prediction accuracy on COIN
with different settings of loss function. All the models are
trained under the fine-tuned strategy. (ID: instance discrimina-
tion, TC: task consistency, OC: order consistency)

Method (Sp = 3) Accuracy(%)
ID 32.66

ID + TC 47.97
ID + OC 23.91

ID + TC + OC (ours) 60.00

TABLE VII: Pre-training accuracy on COIN with different
choices of Sp. Si for each pre-training video clip xi equals to
Sp.

Choice of Sp Pre-training Accuracy(%)
2 steps 34.34
3 steps 48.51
4 steps 47.63
5 steps 48.05

4 steps, but the whole process is nearly the same as task
make tea. It is very hard to make out the difference before
the final step add milk occurs. In contrast, the 7-step task
change bike tires is very recognizable even only with the first
step unload the wheel observed. This phenomenon implies that
studying a task does not require abundant observations of steps
(but proper ones) to acquire enough information for making
predictions. Furthermore, we compare the OCRL approach to
other methods under different choices of Sp. The results are
shown in Table III. It can be seen that Sp = 3 OCRL(ii) model
works better when Si = 5, while Sp = 4 OCRL(ii) model
and Sp = 3 OCRL(i) model are the most accurate ones when
Si = 6. This phenomenon implies that the prediction accuracy
of different Sp-models is correlated to the total count of steps.
The influence of choices on different Sp values will be further
discussed in ablation studies.

In CrossTask, all the 2,588 primary-task videos are split
into 2,296 training samples and 292 testing samples. We use
the same pre-training and fine-tuning strategy as we use on
COIN. We choose Sp = 4 model to evaluate on CrossTask
instead of Sp = 3, the results are shown in Table IV.
OCRL(ii) outperforms other methods under testing samples
of all Si values. The highest accuracy occurs when Si = 6.
Table V further demonstrates the prediction performance under
different Sp values on CrossTask. We find out that Sp = 3
model works better when Si = 5, while Sp = 4 model is
more accurate when Si = 6.

We can compare the results on COIN with the performances
on CrossTask of our approach. It is worth noting that the
label system in CrossTask is slightly different from the one
in COIN. CrossTask does have fine labels for each video,
which specify the task and its corresponding action steps.
However, CrossTask does not have a unified action step label
system, which means that the action contents are specified
per video clip. The steps that happen in one video could be
non-sequential due to the film editing reason, or the same
task can have multiple ways and different permutations of
steps to accomplish. In both cases, the order-consistency rule
could be broken without a unified label system. Therefore, the

performance gain of OCRL on CrossTask is not so much as it
on COIN. Even so, our method can still obtain more accurate
predictions compared to previous approaches, which further
emphasizes the importance of information of sequential order.

D. Ablation Studies

We perform the ablation studies mainly on COIN. Several
adjustments to our method have been conducted to measure
the influence of different settings.

Defining positive and negative pairs. We conduct the
experiments on the different definitions of positive/negative
samples (Table VI). We build the basic structure of StepNCE
loss using TC-rule and OC-rule based upon the concept of
instance discrimination. The ID in Table VI refers to the
instance discrimination NCE loss as shown in (1). ID+TC
refers to TC-based NCE loss, with the positive and negative
samples defined as follows:

Pi = {φ(xp) | yp = yi, ∀p ∈ [1, N ]} (6)

Ni = {φ(xn) | yn 6= yi, ∀n ∈ [1, N ]} (7)

where all the notations are consistent with (2) and (3). ID+OC
refers to OC-based NCE loss, with the positive and negative
samples defined as follows:

Pi = {φ(xp) | op = oi, ∀p ∈ [1, N ]} (8)

Ni = {φ(xn) | on 6= oi, ∀n ∈ [1, N ]} (9)

The expression of loss function for both ID+TC and ID+OC
approaches is consistent with (4).

The results show that TC-rule and OC-rule are both essential
to the task prediction objective. From the result of ’ID+TC’,
it can be learned that by adding task-consistency into instance
discrimination loss, a 15.31% performance gain has been
achieved. However, training the encoder only based on OC-
rule would lead to bad results. From the result of ’ID+OC’,
the accuracy even decreased if only the order-consistency rule
is added. This phenomenon provides further evidence for the
ambiguity and complexity of step order. When the step order
in a video is reversed, the semantic of its task is very likely
to be changed as well. If no other constraints are added to
the reversed video (i.e. the original task label is still used), it
can lead to mistaken task information. The above view throws
out the prediction-related information, thus it decreases the
performance [53]. Meanwhile, this result can be considered
as proof that step order clues are different from the frame
order clues as used in [14]. To gain the best performance, we
have to consider both consistencies into StepNCE. The result
of our approach displays a significant performance gain from
the instance discrimination loss (27.34%), which also proves
the effectiveness of the two consistency rules.

Discussing on the choices of different Sp. The choice of
Sp, number of steps, that our network preview to predict the
tasks can affect final performance (Table III, V, VII). Although
the input video length is identical, the number of peeked
actions can reveal different quantities of information for the
ongoing task, thus leading to unfairness for task predicting.
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TABLE VIII: Video prediction accuracy (%) under differ-
ent training strategy. The upper row refers to strategy (i),
while the lower row refers to strategy(ii).

Methods Sp = 2 Sp = 3
w/o fine-tuned 50.31 58.13
w/ fine-tuned 51.41 60.00

TABLE IX: Task retrieval accuracy (%) . We compare the
retrieval accuracy using k = 1, 5, 10 under several different
pre-training settings.

Method R@1 R@5 R@10
Sp TC OC
3

√ √
43.06 64.80 74.31

2
√ √

33.79 59.01 67.28
3

√
× 24.87 48.26 57.18

3 × × 14.24 28.77 36.03

First, we compare the pre-training accuracy under different
Sp to study the learning difficulty of different choices of Sp
in Table VII. The accuracy here refers to the ratio of the pre-
trained model to correctly differentiate positive and negative
samples from the memory bank. The Sp = 3, 4, 5 models have
similar pre-training accuracies, while Sp = 2 model has a very
poor effect compared to other models. It proves that two given
steps among a task provide insufficient information about step
order. It is more common to see two steps rather than three
can be reversed without changing the semantic of task. Thus,
Sp > 2 models would be better choices for instructional video
prediction. Further, in Table III and V, we find out that the task
predicting performance also depends on the proper choices
of Sp. The Sp = 3 model works better with shorter tasks
(Si = 5), while Sp = 4 model works better with longer tasks
(Si = 6). In intuition, larger Sp should lead to better prediction
performances, since more step information is previewed by
the model. However, the issue in instructional video task
prediction is different from the one in action prediction. We
do not need to observe as many steps as possible to make
predictions. Furthermore, since our method used a fixed clip
length of input videos, there is a balancing issue between
step-wise information and within-step information. Larger Sp
values will lead to a shorter step length. For example, the step
length is ls = 10 when Sp = 3, but reduces to ls = 8 when
Sp = 4. For shorter tasks, the step-wise information is not so
complex. Under this circumstance, too many observed steps
are not needed for making a prediction. Thus, we use smaller
Sp to cover more information within each step. Whereas for
longer tasks, a few observation steps may not provide enough
information for correct predictions. In this case, a larger Sp
value can achieve better performances. In addition, if a longer
observation frame length is permitted, larger Sp values could
be more beneficial than smaller Sp values.

Strategies for training the prediction network. According
to the Implementation Details part, we adopt two different
strategies for training the prediction network. We conduct
experiments with different choices of training strategy, and
calculate the average prediction accuracies in Table VIII. On
both Sp = 2 and Sp = 3 models, the fine-tuned networks
perform slightly better (1.1% and 1.87%) than the networks
without fine-tuned. The conclusion is easy to be drawn since
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Fig. 7: Average video prediction accuracy on COIN across
different domains.
TABLE X: The prediction accuracy (%) on COIN with dif-
ferent temporal augmentations when Sp = 3. The swapping
operation swaps the order of the first two steps(segments) of
a clip.

Methods
(Sp = 3)

Number of steps (size of test set)
4 (518) 5 (125) 6 (26) 7 (8)

w/o augmentations 38.6 47.6 57.7 50.0
steps-swapped 40.0 45.2 61.5 25.0

steps-reversed(ours) 52.9 54.0 65.4 50.0

strategy (ii) backpropagates gradients into the backbone, and
updates the parameters of encoders. The key is that strategy
(ii) only gains tiny improvements. When using strategy (i),
the performances of the linear classifier only depend on the
task-discriminating capacity of the feature encoder with par-
tially observed steps. The comparable performance of strategy
(i) implies that our pre-trained model can encode adequate
task-related information into the video features. Besides, one
drawback of the fine-tuning strategy is that it requires a larger-
scale set of parameters to update, which makes it take a longer
time to be trained.

Task retrieval for analyzing feature distinctiveness. To
analyze the task-distinctiveness of our learned representations,
we perform task retrieval on the encoders (Table IX and
Fig. 6). Specifically, we use the nearest-neighbor (NN) re-
trieval approach to search for the most similar video clips.
The videos in the testing set are used to query the k-nearest
neighbors inside the training set. We evaluate the retrieval
performance using the recall at k (R@k) metric, which refers
to the top k ranking video clips. The retrieval performances
are very useful metrics to evaluate the effectiveness of feature
encoders. This retrieval study measures the task-discriminating
capacity of our pre-trained encoders. In Table IX, the Sp =
3 model with both task-consistency and order-consistency
rules obtains the best retrieval performance. Without order-
consistency rule or both consistency rules, the accuracy drops
steeply (−18.19% or −28.82%). From this result, we can

TABLE XI: The prediction accuracy (%) on COIN us-
ing/not using background frames when Sp = 3.

Methods
(Sp = 3)

Number of steps (size of test set)
4 (518) 5 (125) 6 (26) 7 (8)

w/ backgrounds 41.5 41.1 57.7 50.0
w/o backgrounds(ours) 52.9 54.0 65.4 50.0
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Query clip Top-3 retrieval clips
PutOnHairExtensions PutOnHairExtensions PutOnHairExtensions PutOnHairExtensions

ReplaceMobileScreenProtector ReplaceMobileScreenProtector ReplaceMobileScreenProtector ReplaceMobileScreenProtector

ShaveBeard ShaveBeard ShaveBeard ShaveBeard

PractiseKarate PractiseKarate PractiseKarate PractiseKarate

Fig. 6: Visualization of task retrieval results with StepNCE. In the illustration, not only task labels of the query clip are
consistent with the retrieval results, but the consisted step labels are also equivalent.

see that StepNCE has the greatest ability to distinguish input
videos from different tasks. Moreover, the Sp = 2 model
with both consistencies also advances 8.92% on R@1 metric
compared to the Sp = 3 model with only the task-consistency
rule, which proves the usefulness of introducing the order-
consistency rule. In Fig. 6, some visual examples using the
Sp = 3 model with both consistency rules are displayed.
Except for the capability of retrieving the video clips with
the same task, the top-3 results also show that our pre-trained
model retrieved the clip with the most similar component
actions. For example, for the reference sample from task
practice karate, all the performers in the retrieved clips play a
punch after saluting. This phenomenon shows that our model
retrieves the clips utilizing the information of component
actions. It proves that our pre-trained model has the ability
to learn the task information from component action steps,
which is very useful when predicting the tasks from partially
observed steps.

Predicting tasks across different domains. COIN dataset
contains 12 domains of instructional videos. We conduct our
prediction methods on videos from diverse domains (Fig. 7),
to explore the sequentiality of tasks in different fields. We
use the Sp = 3 model with both consistency rules to acquire
the results. The prediction performances depend much on the
sequentiality of domain actions. It is shown on the results
that Sport and Dish domains gain the highest prediction
accuracy with 78.57% and 68.92%. In a video clip of a
sport-type task, the step actions are more closely related to
each other both temporally and semantically. Moreover, sport-
related and dish-related tasks have very distinct features in
each step which implies the task information (e.g. scenes,
or interactive objects). Nurse and Care and Furniture and
Decoratio domains, however, score the lowest (28.57% and

47.22%) potentially because of the semantical ambiguity of
actions and their sequential logic. To be specific, the above
tasks can happen in various situations and different scenes,
which increases the difficulty of task prediction. This study
gives an insight into human cognition research on diverse
practical domains.

Using different temporal augmentations. In our approach,
we use the order-reversion operations to steps for the learning
of OC-rule. There are other temporal operations, including
step-swapping, which are not used in our approach. We
conducted some experiments to test the different temporal
augmentations in Table X. Here, the step-swapping operation
is used by randomly swapping the first two steps out of the
three observed steps. From the results, it can be seen that
the steps-swapped model has little promotion from the base
model when Si = 4, 6 (1.4% and 3.8% respectively), but
drops when Si = 5, 7. The performance of the steps-swapped
model is not so good as the steps-reversed model. The results
show that step-swapping operation is not an applicable way to
describe OC-rule compared to step-reversing operation. This
phenomenon is intuitional, since swapping the first two steps
may not affect the final task semantic of a certain observed
instructional video clip of certain tasks. For example, when
performing the task making tea, it is not essential whether the
performer is putting the water in the teapot first or putting
the tea first, but surely the hot tea cannot appear before the
ingredients are added. In spite of this, the performances of
the step-swapping model are better than the model without
utilizing any information of temporal augmentation, which
proves the efficiency of introducing the OC-based methods
into the objective of task prediction.

The usage of background frames. Through our approach,
we used trimmed videos for training and validation. However,
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TABLE XII: The prediction accuracy (%) on UTI #1 and
UTI #2. The experiments are conducted on the observation
ratios of 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5.

Methods UTI Set #1 UTI Set #2
0.1 0.3 0.5 0.1 0.3 0.5

IBoW [57] 15.0 30.0 65.0 18.3 35.0 45.0
DBoW [57] 15.0 45.0 70.0 18.3 41.7 51.7
MSSC [61] 18.3 60.0 70.0 21.7 50.0 71.7

Lan et al. [62] 35.0 68.3 83.1 33.3 56.7 78.3
MTSSVM [63] 38.3 66.7 78.3 31.7 60.0 73.3

AAC [64] 45.0 60.0 91.7 51.7 60.0 81.7
MMAPM [65] 46.7 70.0 78.3 36.7 61.7 75.0
PA-DRL [32] 49.3 76.7 91.7 41.7 63.3 83.3

RSPG+SVM [66] 51.7 78.3 91.7 46.7 68.3 85.0
AORAP Net [34] 45.1 67.3 94.3 48.5 70.0 91.6

OCRL (ours) 63.3 81.6 88.3 63.3 75.0 80.0

most of the instructional video contains abundant content with
spoken narration and redundant visual content. For example,
the performer in an instructional video usually describes the
task details and the performing process at the very first
beginning of the video, with no actions performed during this
period. When the performer is making actions, some additional
language interpretations may also be interluded between the
steps. It is worth noting that our method is a pure visual-based
approach for instructional task prediction. Thus, using the
videos which are trimmed according to step information will
be beneficial to verify our hypothesis. We apply the prediction
experiments with regard to background frames in Table XI.
The with-background method uses three randomly sampled
segments from a complete video to form the input clips. We
also conduct temporal-reversing operations on those clips to
uniform with the OCRL approach. From Table XI, model
without background frame as inputs works better than model
with backgrounds when Si = 4, 5, 6, and the two performances
equals when Si = 7. The results show that trimmed videos
provide more action-related visual information, thus are more
applicable to instructional video prediction.

E. Comparison with Other Prediction Methods

The performances of OCRL are also evaluated in some other
action prediction datasets including UTI and BIT-Interaction.
We compare OCRL with previous state-of-the-art methods in-
cluding IBoW [67], DBoW [67], MSSC [61], MTSSVM [63],
MMAPM [65], DeepSCN [68], AAC [64], PA-DRL [32],
AAPNet [9], RSPG [66], AORAP Net [34], and approaches
in Lai et al. [69], Lan et al. [62] and Wu et al. [33]. Most
of the popular action recognition/prediction datasets are com-
posed of videos with continuous single actions. For example,
UCF101 [6] is a RGB-based dataset with 101 categories of
action. However, the video contents in UCF101 mostly are
pure repeated actions with no sequential information, which
is inapplicable to our approach. Specifically, we choose UT-
Interaction and BIT Interaction to evaluate our method for two
reasons: (i) although each video clip in those datasets only
contains a single violent or nonviolent action, the scenarios
can usually be divided into three parts according to the
pre-action scene and post-action scene, which are seen as
three-component steps during pre-training stage; (ii) predicting
crime scenes is meaningful with a wide range of applications.

TABLE XIII: The prediction accuracy (%) on BIT-
Interaction. The experiments are conducted on the observa-
tion ratios of 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9.

Methods BIT-Interaction
0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

IBoW [57] 37.3 49.2 46.6 44.4
DBoW [57] 40.6 46.9 55.5 55.5
MSSC [61] 41.4 48.4 60.2 66.4

Lai et al. [69] 55.9 79.4 84.4 85.0
MTSSVM [63] 45.0 60.0 66.8 71.3
DeepSCN [68] 59.4 78.1 86.7 88.0

AAPNet [9] 64.8 80.5 88.3 91.4
Wu et al. [33] 58.6 81.3 89.1 86.7

RSPG+SVM [66] 71.3 87.0 88.6 90.2
AORAP Net [34] 71.5 92.9 96.8 94.8

OCRL (ours) 65.6 84.4 90.6 89.1

Furthermore, the prediction results can be used to evaluate
the effectiveness of the StepNCE-based video representation
learning model. Despite the dissimilarity of application scenar-
ios for our method compared to conventional action prediction
methods, OCRL shows comparable results on the conventional
datasets.

UTI #1 and UTI #2. On the dataset of UTI #1 and UTI
#2, we utilized the training settings in [57]. We use a 10-fold
leave-one-out cross-validation during the evaluation process,
by choosing 6 testing clips out of the 60 videos per validation.
We pre-train the StepNCE model on the combination of two
sets. Then, we train the prediction network separately on two
sets, and do the evaluations with observation ratios of 0.3,
0.5, and 0.9 respectively. Because our method is specifically
designed for instructional video prediction, which utilizes the
step information to trim the video. To fit in our method, we
evenly divide the videos into Sp clips under each observation
ratio (during the pre-training stage we use fully-observed
information). We evaluate the prediction performances on
the testing set with observation ratios of 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5
respectively. From Table XII, we find out that OCRL performs
better in very-early video prediction from the results with
observation ratios of 0.1 and 0.3. This result implies that
the StepNCE-based feature encoder efficaciously captures the
relationship between pre-action scenes and action labels. When
the observation ratio reaches 0.5, the performance of OCRL
can also obtain comparable results compared to ‘AORAP Net’,
‘RSPG+SVM’ and ‘PA-DRL’ approaches. The performance
is not better since we did not design specific structures for
action prediction, while previous methods were mostly aimed
at solving it.

BIT-Interaction. On the BIT-Interaction dataset, we follow
the training settings in [58]. Among the 400 video clips, 68%
of them (272 clips) are partitioned as the training set, while
the other 32% (128 clips) are utilized as the testing set. We
use the same data sampling strategy as we do in the UT-
Interaction dataset. We fine-tune our pre-trained model on the
training set. Then the prediction network is trained using the
training set, and evaluated on the testing set with observation
ratios of 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 respectively (Table XIII). The
evaluation results show that OCRL gains a competitive per-
formance with the previous state-of-the-art methods. ‘AORAP
Net’ has stronger performance than our approach, since it
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TABLE XIV: The activity recognition accuracy (%) on
ActivityNet v1.2.

Methods ActivityNet v1.2
Top1-Acc (%) Top5-Acc (%)

S3D (scratch) [55] 26.9 58.5
InfoNCE-based(ss) [42] 29.8 61.9

UberNCE-based(ws) [46] 46.0 73.6
OCRL(ws) (ours) 43.5 72.3

plants an additional Observation Ratio Regression Module
(we only utilize a single linear classifier) while using a pre-
trained TSN [70] as the feature encoder (we use S3D as
the backbone). When the observation ratio is low (0.3 and
0.5), our approach performs not so well as the ‘RSPG+SVM’
approach which utilizes the skeleton data from raw RGB
videos. Skeleton-based approaches are more suitable to the
videos that contain more complete and more consistent human
poses while the backgrounds are irrelevant, which matches the
case of BIT and UTI datasets. Even so, our approach obtains
a higher prediction performance at 0.7 observation ratio than
‘RSPG+SVM’. The accuracy drops at a very high observation
ratio (0.9) partly due to the finite observed duration in each
video. Performances can be improved with a longer input
frame length.

F. Comparative Study on General Video Recognition

The previous experimental studies have proved that our
proposed OCRL approach has the ability to capture the task
semantics from multiple sequential action steps of instruc-
tional videos. We also conducted experiments on the activity
recognition dataset to verify if the order constraints also exist
in general video datasets. ActivityNet v1.2 is a large-scale
activity recognition dataset, of which each video only contains
a single human activity. We trim the videos according to
the provided activity positional annotations, and divide each
trimmed video into three equal parts. We randomly sample
the three clips from the above divided parts as the three-
component steps for the pre-training stage. The results are
shown in Table XIV. From the results, we find that OCRL
does not outperform the UberNCE-based approach, which
indicates that order constraints are not beneficial, or may even
be harmful to the understanding of single-action semantics in
general video datasets. For single human action, permuting
the order of several action segments does not affect the action
semantics. For example, within the human action of dribbling,
whatever how the order of action segments is altered does not
affect human’s judgment on what the player is acting in the
video clip. In other words, order constraints are uncorrelated to
object semantics for single action recognition in general video
datasets. However, order constraints are proved to be crucial
to instructional video task semantics in the previous studies.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have focused on the challenging task
of instructional video prediction. We proposed an Order-
Constrained Representation Learning (OCRL) approach to
extract visual features based on the semantic complicacy
among action steps and between steps and tasks. We analyzed

the semantic significance of step order in instructional videos,
which has a very compact relationship with task information.
We proposed two assumptions, task consistency (TC) and
order consistency (OC), based on the consistency analysis of
instructional video. Under the two consistency hypotheses,
we established a new contrastive loss, StepNCE, in which
the positive samples are defined only when two consistency
rules are both achieved. The semantic sequentiality of different
action steps with regard to a certain task is exploited by
StepNCE-based encoders. The pre-trained encoder is then fine-
tuned to make predictions on the instructional video task by
partly observed video clips. OCRL method gains a higher-
level understanding of video semantics. Finally, We prove the
strong capability of our approach for instructional video task
prediction on COIN, CrossTask, UTI, BIT, and ActivityNet
v1.2 datasets.
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